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FOR SALE

#Riverfront Home on 25 ac.,
Esperanza Road 
Price:  USD 299,000

Location:  Toledo District

Bedrooms:  2

MLS Number: H1009

Lot size:  25.00 Acre

This hidden Sanctuary has an incredible sense of calm as soon as
you arrive. Whether you want to escape a busy life or help others do
so, this oasis is an ideal yoga retreat, private escape, or a
dreamcatcher for nature loving adventurers. The only limitation is
your imagination. Hike or bird watch from your private veranda,
pick your fruit and vegi’s from your very own garden. It sits on
approximately 900 feet of river frontage along the Rio Grande River,
offering a beautiful relaxing swimming hole, and river floats you will
never want to end. The two homes sit nestled in the jungle in the
southern part of Belize’s Toledo District just minutes from the
village of Big Falls, a quiet and peaceful area that is steadily growing
in popularity due to its affordability and rich culture. The twenty-five
acres are diverse with rich dense jungle surrounding you, open
fields with gently sloping grass that lead you to the river where you
are offered two separate entrances with slate walls of privacy and a
smooth barefoot entrance. The fruit trees are beyond counting. All
of it is alive with nature, aroma and sounds of nature. Each house is
connected to public water, river irrigations system and ample
cistern catchment for rainwater. The main home runs on an
impressive solar top of the line Outback 3kW, 48V system with
twelve dedicated solar panels, four new panels were recently
installed in October 2022, with 20-year full warranty. Eight new
German state-of-the-art solar batteries installed in March 2023. All
equipment is professionally inspected with weekly maintenance
every month. In January 2024 the smaller house was upgraded to
the following solar system; 3-400W roof mounted panels, 4-150 AH
lead carbon batteries, makes 300Ah @ 24V. 1-Midnite 3024 DIY is a
3,000W, 24 VDC Inverter-Charger, includes a built-in MPPT charge
controller. There is also over-current protection and ground
connections. The purchase includes all the equipment one would
need to continue to run each house in all its perfection. A list of
inclusions will be provided to serious qualified buyers. Such a
special place is a rare find. Call for a private viewing today.
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